Applied research suggests athletes and coaches need to be challenged in knowing when and how 27 much a movement should be consciously attended to. This is exacerbated when the skill is in 28 transition between two more stable states, such as when an already well learnt skill is being refined. 29
critical consideration of movement variability against the factor of automaticity is clear. 103 Indeed, and relevant to the current paper's focus on golf, recent reviews have focused on such 104 study as an important route to an enhanced understanding of learning and performance 105 (Glazier, 2011; Langdown, Bridge, & Li, 2012). 106 Accordingly, in this paper we firstly examine areas of research that have explored the 107 meaning behind movement and outcome variability as an indicator of skill level. Secondly, 108 we draw upon the existing applied literature to propose how movement variability may be 109 indicative of optimal or suboptimal performance states in high-level performers. This will be 110 examined through a link with attentional focus, thus providing a reasoned prediction and 111 measure for what could be expected when tracking the skill refinement process. Finally, 112 exemplar data from golf are provided to show how, as a tool, this may be used to inform the 113 process of refinement.
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Work in other areas: what is on offer? 115 Variability as a marker of skill learning 116 From a process point of view, learning can be characterised as a progression towards 117 outcome invariance associated with increasing performance-related attainment. 118 Concurrently, movement variability can also be employed as an indicator of learning or 119 expertise as movement execution becomes more proficient (Gentile, 1972) . However, unlike 120 the recognised trend towards outcome invariance, the directional change (increased or 121 decreased) in movement variability has formed the subject of much debate (e.g., Glazier, Coleman (2003) reported increased movement variability between the elbow and wrist joints 128 during a basketball free throwing task when comparing experts' to novices' techniques prior 129 to ball release. Clearly movement variability is a complex phenomenon when analysing the 130 learning of skills, something that recent theory has attempted to explain.
131
Resolving the problem of directional change: the uncontrolled manifold (UCM) hypothesis 132 To better understand this complexity around the significance or meaning of directional 133 change in movement variability, researchers have focused on one of Bernstein's (1967) most 134 fundamental questions: that is, how does the motor system organise itself to solve a given 135 task when a seemingly infinite number of combinations are available to it? Initially,
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Bernstein suggested that the central nervous system plans movement by constraining the 137 many degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) into groups, or synergies, which are pertinent to achieving 138 the task goal, whilst freezing or eliminating those that are not so essential. Glazier and 139 Davids (2009) explain the formation of these synergies, as a reflection of lower skilled 140 performers actively searching for stable (i.e., enduring and difficult to reform) and functional 141 coordinative states. Therefore, from this perspective, motor planning requires eventually 142 attending to a small(er) number of functional control variables, providing a simpler 143 mechanism for movement organisation (Bernstein, 1967) . However, in addition to the structural unit (stability) that is also capable of error correction and adaptation (flexibility).
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In comparison to previous thought, the uncontrolled manifold (UCM) hypothesis (Scholz & 154 Schöner, 1999) seeks to identify motor synergies on the basis that no DoFs are ever frozen or 155 eliminated but rather, that they are organised in such a way as to provide both stability and 156 flexibility towards achieving specific task goals (Gelfand & Latash, 1998) . This is achieved 157 by constraining (reducing the variability) the DoFs that are important to achieving the task 158 goal, termed performance variables, into a structural unit, while at the same time releasing 159 (thus increasing the variability) the DoFs that are not as important, termed elemental 160 variables. As a result of this, the error-correction mechanism, or flexibility, to implement a 161 synergy (movement pattern) within a variety of environmental contexts is now enabled. Kelso, 1984) . Data showed performance variability to steadily decrease and stabilise during the acquisition of the original behaviour. This was followed later by 178 increases during the transitory stage and finally, by reduction back to original levels when re-179 stabilisation of the refinement had occurred. On the basis of these results, it seems that such 180 patterns of change in performance (e.g., the number of fairways hit from tee shots in golf) 181 could also be employed as a marker by coaches when tracking technical refinement in 182 athletes.
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A summary of available perspectives 184 The growth of interest in movement variability clearly reflects its potential to significantly 185 contribute within research of applied coaching practice. However, its interpretation within 186 the learning context appears to be, at present, very complex and strongly predicted by the 187 interacting constraints described by Newell (i.e., organismic, task, and environmental; 1986), 188 thus supporting a trend in favour of intra-as opposed to inter-individual analyses (e.g., Ball & 189 Best, 2012). Crucially however, in the case of either performance or elemental variables as of attention served to constrain the motor system (reduce the variability), whereas an external 218 focus releases the DoFs, therefore promoting functional movement variability that is much 219 higher. While we support the notion that a specific internal focus would reduce the 220 variability of that particular component, attention to the co-variability within the movement 221 system as recommended by the UCM hypothesis appears to be lacking. 222 Accordingly, when applying these concepts relating to the optimum performance of 223 movement skills to current models of refinement, we suggest that, once a movement has been 224 learnt, movement variability "settles down" to a reasonably consistent, stable level.
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However, when the performer decides to work on a particular aspect of that movement by 226 exerting increased conscious control, that particular part becomes more consistent (with even lower variability) whilst the variability of other non-associated parts increases. Once the 228 change is fully re-automated and conscious control has been largely removed, variability 229 levels return to a consistent and stable level across the different components of the skill (see 230 Figure 1 for an idealised representation). 
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Of particular interest was the variance/covariance interaction between body segments 303 that were related (i.e., the right upper-limb; target variable) and unrelated (i.e., the left upper-304 limb; a non-target variable) to the technical refinement.
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Results
306
Mental effort ratings increased for all participants between the initial target focus (low mental not to provide a test of the UCM hypothesis, but rather to use its insights into movement 325 planning and organisation to help interpret our data and guide applied practice. In addition, 326 the data support previous findings that show a decrease in movement variability when an internal focus is applied (cf. Wulf, 2013). Furthermore, they reveal that the structure of 328 variability across related and unrelated variables is highly complex, supporting the need for One limitation of the data presented is the lack of detailed consideration towards the 352 co-variation between several joints across a coordinative structure (e.g., multiple joints of the 353 same limb), nor between axes of rotation relating to each of the target and non-target 354 variables. An analysis of co-variability across proximal-to-distal joint couplings may prove 355 additionally insightful, especially when adopting a focus that is either more proximal (e.g., Figure 1 ; both would present appropriate markers for tracking the skill refinement process.
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In viewing the significant and robust contribution that may be gained from employing 371 an analysis using the UCM method, this study is limited by not doing so; however, is 372 something that experimenters may wish to consider. Indeed, our own future work will aim to 373 include some elements of this testing in representative performance environments.
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Principally, there were several reasons to explain its exclusion from the present study. We By adopting the theoretical standpoint offered by the UCM hypothesis, it is clear that 395 attention in measurement must be paid towards the structure of movement variability or, in 396 other words, the co-variability across different components of a skill when addressing 397 technical refinement. In using this approach, an examination into the effects of associated 398 attentional foci on movement kinematics during the process of refinement has been made. 399 Therefore, when movement variability and mental effort are measured in tandem, a coach, 400 most probably through assistance from applied sport science support (cf. Carson et al., in press), may be better informed about a performer's level of automaticity and readiness to 402 compete. What is now required to verify these contentions and initial findings is to 403 implement and assess the practical use of movement variability over an extended time period 404 within an applied coaching framework, and across a variety of changes and performers when 405 undergoing a planned technical refinement. In doing so, this may provide more robust 406 evidence towards the theoretical meaning and operational use of movement variability. In 407 sum, this paper highlights the need for an understanding of movement variability as an index 408 of attentional focus when implementing technical refinements in applied coaching practice.
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